Acute myocardial infarction late following stent implantation: Incidence, mechanisms and clinical presentation.
Acute myocardial infarction (AMI) can occur late following stent implantation with an incidence up to >6% at 3-4 years, with no difference between DES and BMS. AMI can originate either from the stented site or from disease progression at nonstented sites. Restenosis, against previous thoughts, can lead to AMI. Stent thrombosis occurs with similar overall frequency following DES and BMS implantations, although a higher very late stent thrombosis with DES has been observed. Dissimilar mechanisms between BMS and DES thrombosis are very likely, with impaired neointimal healing being the rule for DES but the exemption for BMS. The use of invasive imaging techniques is useful in elucidating the involved mechanism. Disease progression is a particularly important cause of AMI late post stenting. The angiographic study depicted stent failure and disease progression equally implicated in the AMI late post stenting. When the AMI underlying mechanism is stent thrombosis, it usually occurs earlier and more frequently presented as STEMI compared to the other causes of AMI. The AMI caused by restenosis is more often presented as nonSTEMI, while disease progression leads to AMI later than the other causes. Further research should address equally not only the stent related inadequacies but also disease progression as causes of the future AMI. Angiographic follow-up and intracoronary imaging seem the most appropriate methods to define the exact pathophysiologic mechanism responsible for the AMI post stenting.